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Purpose: The study was conducted to identify the impact of fatigue and pain among stroke 

patients who were receiving treatment from the Center for the Rehabilitation of the 

Paralysed (CRP). 

Specific Objective. To find out the demographic status of the participants. To evaluate the 

severity of fatigue. To evaluate the severity of fatigue and pain in cerebral infarction 

patients. To detect association between post stroke fatigue and pain among stroke patients. 

Method: The cross-sectional study conducted by using convenience sampling procedure. 

The study population was all the stroke people who are receiving treatment at CRP. Total 

110 participants were selected conveniently for this study within 18 to 75 of age range. 

Data was collected by using FSS, BSS, VAS and BI questionnaire. Data were analyzed 

through SPSS 20 version. 

Result: Among 110 participants fifty six percent participants (n=62) were reported not 

fatigue and forty four percent (n=48) participants reported about their fatigue. Majority of 

the participants about fifty two percent reported moderate pain and about twenty two 

percent reported severe pain. In this research the mean age of the patient was 3.71 ±(1.35). 

Fatigue and pain was detected by FSS and VAS scale and the association of impact was 

measured with BSS and BI, from these dimensions the mean score of fatigue was 1.44 

±(4.98), and pain was 2.94±(0.78). 

Conclusion: Study shows that pain causes lower ADL among survivors and intensity of 

pain have a significant association and co-relation with functional outcome. Therefore, PSF 

is related to function, balance, and cognitive functioning. When planning and carrying out 

therapies for stroke patients, fatigue should be taken into consideration. 

Keyword:   Stroke, Impact of fatigue and pain, Treatment outcome. 

Abstract 
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1.1 Background 

Fatigue following a stroke is frequent. More than 50% of stroke survivors report feeling 

fatigued in significant studies conducted over the first two years after the stroke. The 

majority of stroke survivors, even those with moderate impairments, report feeling 

fatigued. More than three times as many stroke survivors report feeling fatigued as age-

matched controls. The diagnosis and evaluation of fatigue following a stroke substantially 

draws on earlier research in disorders like multiple sclerosis (Cumming et al. 2016).  

Fatigue is a hidden but frequent issue among more than 80 million stroke survivors 

worldwide. A sense of depletion, low perceived energy, or tiredness is what is often 

referred to as fatigue, which is distinct from melancholy or weakness. Observational studies 

have demonstrated that early fatigue persists over 6–18 months after a stroke, with 

poststroke fatigue lasting at least six months in 26–47.3% of stroke survivors. Additionally, 

poststroke fatigue has been linked to inadequate daily living activities (ADL), a decline in 

health-related quality of life (HRQoL), and a greater fatality rate (Teng et al. 2022). 

The feeling of being fatigued is particular. Stroke patients describe their state of fatigue as 

"a general feeling of tiredness", "a tiredness in the muscles", or "mental tiredness". After a 

stroke, fatigue leads to it being desirable to get more rest and sleep (Ho et al. 2020).  

Brain stimulation may provide information about the etiology of PSF, if abnormal brain 

network activity or the involvement of particular brain areas is involved. This involves 

determining correlations with network integrity, "brain activity," and structural anatomical 

parameters like infarct location and size. Although some studies have identified links 

between neuroimaging characteristics and fatigue, such as subcortical infarcts and white 

matter hyperintensity, others have not confirmed these findings. The majority of studies 

describing the associations have been small (Jolly et al. 2023). 

Post-stroke fatigue has a negative influence on patient independence and quality of life, 

and there is strong evidence linking it to high rates of morbidity and mortality. According 

to reports, this disorder affects between 29 and 68% of stroke survivors. Researchers have 

CHAPTER – I                                                           INTRODUCTION 
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become more and more interested in post-stroke fatigue, especially over the past ten years, 

but there is still a dearth of substantial data to assess its occurrence and identify the causes 

of its variability. There is a need for a synthesis of the research addressing this condition's 

occurrence and the reasons for its variation between studies because it has numerous effects 

on the lives of stroke survivors and their families (Alghamdi et al. 2021).  

Among stroke survivors, fatigue is a prevalent somatic complaint. According to a meta-

analysis, stroke survivors were fatigued between 25% and 85% of the time. According to 

a study, involvement in rehabilitation exercises and level of weariness were associated. 

The functional recovery and consequently the everyday life of stroke survivors would be 

impacted by a reduced degree of engagement in rehabilitation exercises. Various negative 

outcomes are brought on by fatigue after a stroke. It hinders those who are affected from 

returning to work and has a negative impact on their everyday activities and social 

interactions. Their quality of life is also affected (Ho et al. 2020). 

Chan (1999) has argued that fatigue can be defined as ‘a subjective lack of physical or 

mental energy (or both) that is perceived by the individual to interfere with usual or desired 

activities.’ 

In chronic neurological conditions such multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, and 

poliomyelitis, fatigue is a common symptom. Although fatigue is a symptom of anxiety, 

many people often experience additional depressive symptoms in addition to their fatigue. 

The number of studies on fatigue in stroke patients has increased recently. It has been 

demonstrated that patients with cerebral infarction experience fatigue more frequently than 

matched controls. Several people have claimed that brainstem infarctions and basal ganglia 

infarctions and weariness are related. In stroke patients, fatigue may be linked to mortality. 

One of the toughest symptoms following a stroke, if not the worst, has reportedly been 

fatigue (Naess et al. 2012). 

It's critical to comprehend how fatigue develops naturally after a stroke. Stroke survivors 

need to know whether their exhaustion is likely to get better, stay the same, or develop 

worse over time so they may make plans for the future, such as going back to work or 

engaging in past hobbies. In order to organize services appropriately, health care 

practitioners need to know how many stroke survivors are likely to feel exhausted at 
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various times. To determine how soon after a stroke a fatigue intervention should be given, 

researchers need to know whether exhaustion occurs right away after a stroke and how long 

it lasts (Duncan et al. 2012). 

Considering that fatigue can have higher entrapment on stroke survivors, it is essential that 

you understand the breadth of the issue and the root causes. Even when depression, 

disability, and age are taken into account, post-stroke fatigue is still significantly linked to 

a low quality of life. For patients, it is also important to note that 40% of them list fatigue 

as one of their worst symptoms. Post-stroke fatigue restricts daily activities and has a 

negative impact on driving, reading, sleeping, returning to work, social engagement, and 

other activities of daily living. It has been connected to an increase in mortality and makes 

people more dependent on institutionalization and activities of daily living (Cumming et 

al. 2016). 

The second most common cause of mortality worldwide is stroke. The functional ability 

and quality of life of many survivors are compromised by motor and sensorial 

consequences. According to the literature, there are two categories of post-stroke pain: 

neuropathic central post-stroke pain and pain related to peripheral mechanisms (such as 

musculoskeletal, spastic pain, headache, and shoulder pain) (Betancur et al. 2021). 

The International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) defines neuropathic pain as any 

pain brought on by a sensorimotor system lesion or disease. It may appear as an excessive 

reaction to a painful stimulus (hyperalgesia) or a painful response to a stimulus that is 

typically innocuous (allodynia), and it can be spontaneous or induced. Clinically speaking, 

neuropathic syndromes are characterized by a variety of symptoms other than pain, like 

tingling, numbness, or pins and needles. These syndromes can be divided into two groups: 

those that result from damage to the peripheral nervous system and those that are a result 

of a lesion or condition that affects the central nervous system (Liampas et al. 2020). 

For a stroke survivor, experiencing pain after a stroke is a very common occurrence. 

Stroke-related pain can take many different forms, including neuropathic pain, central-post 

stroke pain, musculoskeletal pain (nociceptive pain), and pain associated with spasticity, 

among others (Paolucci et al. 2016).  
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Prior research revealed that different types of post-stroke pain range from 10% to 45.8%, 

and that central post-stroke pain ranges from, on average, 1% to 12% (Hansen et al. 2012). 

Kumar and Elavarasi (2016) stated that, Pain is a universal indicator of any disease. It 

frequently has several different origins. Sometimes due to an injury, and sometimes due to 

a serious hidden illness. The well-known Greek philosopher "Plato" asserted that pain is a 

sensation that originates inside the body, implying that pain is more of an emotional 

experience. 

According to the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) 1994, - “An 

unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue 

damage, or described in terms of such damage” (Williams and Craig 2016). 

After a stroke, pain is common in 11–66% of cases. PSP is more prevalent in individuals 

who experienced pain previous to their stroke, according to data from various research, 

pain and stroke are not always clearly associated. Headache, shoulder pain, pain from tense 

muscles, spasm, complicated regional pain syndrome, and central PSP are only a few of 

the several forms of pain syndrome. Moreover, in the bodily areas impacted by the 

cerebrovascular lesion, this could also have altered sensory perception and pain. Of the 271 

patients 19 (7%) said they were in pain all the time, 23 (9%), regularly, 66 (24%) 

occasionally, and 163 (60%) never. When pain is isolated, this results in 85% reporting 

less frequent pain and 15% reporting more frequent pain (Westerlind et al. 2020). 

Chronic pain usually develops as a typical consequence following stroke. However, it has 

been noted that after an ischemic stroke, chronic pain syndromes are a prevalent 

consequence. Additionally, the root cause of these repercussions is still not fully 

understood, but it is said to have a detrimental impact on quality of life in terms of health 

(O’Donnell et al. 2013). 

Pain after a stroke (PAS) is still a medical issue that needs further attention. Aphasia, 

neglect syndrome, or dementia may prevent patients from describing PAS, and doctors 

may struggle to diagnose and treat it (due to a lack of training or the use of alternative pain 

scales). Other stroke non-motor symptoms, such as cognitive impairment, fatigue mood 

disorders, and depression, may also obscure PAS (Vuadens et al. 2005). 
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1.2 Rationale 

 

Following a stroke, fatigue and pain are frequent neuropsychiatric side effects. Post-stroke 

fatigue and pain are viewed as obstacles for stroke patients throughout the recovery stage 

because they may interfere with the therapeutic process and have a detrimental impact on 

recovery. Important stroke patient variables that need further study include post-stroke 

fatigue and pain. The majority of stroke patients in Bangladesh obtain physiotherapy care 

later in the course of their illness, with poor results. Patients will be benefited most from 

physiotherapy treatment if we can identify the precise hurdles and concentrate on 

overcoming those specific barriers for the wellbeing of sufferers. 

This study also will be helpful in making physiotherapist to aware and consider to 

overcome the fatigue and pain to assure the best possible treatment outcome. 

It will assist to make current physiotherapy practice more holistic and effective for stroke 

patients. 

Early detection of severity of post-stroke pain and fatigue as well as treatment of this 

symptoms, may help to prevent more serious effects on recovery for stroke patients. 

As it is expected that it will help to give any further management of physiotherapy to the 

stroke patient. 
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1.3 Research Question 

 

What are the impact of fatigue and pain severity among the stroke patients physiotherapy 

treatment outcome?  
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1.4   Aims of the study 

To find out the impact of fatigue and pain severity among the stroke patients physiotherapy 

treatment outcome. 

 

 

1.5 Objectives of the study 
 

General objectives 

The objective of this study is to evaluate the severity of fatigue and pain severity among 

the stroke patients physiotherapy treatment outcome. 

Specific objectives 

To explore the Socio-demographic information of the participants. 

To evaluate the severity of fatigue of the respondents. 

To evaluate the severity of pain of the respondents. 

To determine the effect of pain and fatigue severity of patient on their physiotherapy 

treatment outcome. 

To detect association between post stroke fatigue and pain among ischemic  

stroke patients with the age, gender, type of stroke of the respondents and the 

measurement tools (Fatigue Severity Scale, Visual Analog Scale, Berg Balance Scale 

and Birthel Index) 

To explore the association between the severity of pain and fatigue along with          

the physiotherapeutic outcome of the patients suffering with stroke. 
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1.6 Conceptual Framework 

 

 

  

Dependent variable Independent Variable 

Socio-demographic variable 

e.g. age, gender, occupation 

Duration of stroke 

Side of involvement 

Presence of pain 

Presence of fatigue 

Mental Health 

Functional outcomes 

Emotion 

 

 Stroke 
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Strokes are the third most common cause of disability and the second greatest cause of 

death throughout the world (Murray et al. 2012). 

The Greek term "Apoplexia" originates from where the word "Stroke" comes from. The 

disorder known as apoplexy is characterized by the abrupt cessation of all mental functions 

while maintaining breathing and heart rate. Apoplexy is characterized by abrupt pain, 

asphyxiated loss of speech, immobility of any bodily part, and loss of bowel control, among 

other symptoms. However, this idea of a stroke cannot adequately characterize what a 

stroke is today (Coupland et al. 2017). 

In 1970, the World Health Organization defined stroke as- ‘rapidly developed clinical signs 

of focal disturbance of cerebral function, lasting more than 24 hours or leading to death, 

with no apparent cause other than of vascular origin’. 

Statistics show that the probability of stroke increased by 84% and the fatality rate from 

stroke decreased by 26% in the last 20 years (1990–2010). Unsettlingly, stroke incidence 

has increased dramatically in low- and middle-income nations. On the other hand, in higher 

economic performance countries throughout the same period, the prevalence of stroke has 

significantly dropped. Fortunately, the death rate following a stroke has fallen to 20% in 

low- and middle-income countries and up to 25% in high-income ones (Feigin et al. 2014). 

According to the survey conducted by Mondal et al. (2021), Bangladesh has a high 

prevalence of stroke with an overall prevalence of 11.39 per 1000 adult population. This is 

higher than other low- and middle-income nations (5.36 to 10.40 per thousand), but far 

lower than the reports from high-income countries (26-80 per thousand). While slightly 

higher than Sri Lanka but much lower than Pakistan (48 per thousand), the prevalence was 

comparable to the figures from India when compared to our neighboring South Asian 

nations. According to the global south, the prevalence data from Europe ranges between 

14 and 20 per thousand, and the data from various regions of the USA range between 18 

and 44 per thousand. 

CHAPTER: II                                                 LITERATURE REVIEW  
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According to Duncan et al. (2012) 40% of stroke survivors have intermediate obstacles, 

while 15% to 30% have severe disabilities. The potential long-term incapacitating effects 

on stroke survivors along with their families are likely to have the biggest health impact 

and financial burden. 

Two or more symptoms with a tendency to appear together have been referred to as 

symptom segments. "Symptom relationships within a cluster should be stronger than 

symptom links across clusters. A cluster of symptoms may or may not have a shared origin 

(Naess et al. 2012). 

Worldwide, cerebrovascular accidents, also known as strokes, are the third most common 

cause of disability and the second greatest cause of early death. It is also to blame for 

depression and dementia. It typically happens as a result of an abrupt blockage or rupture 

of an artery to the brain, which results in a rapid loss of oxygen to the brain and a 

consequent lack of blood supply. Consequently, it causes the abrupt loss of brain cells 

(Johnson et al. 2016). 

Stroke is a neurological disorder that is traditionally defined as a neurological disorder 

imposed to an acute focal injury of the central nervous system (CNS) by a vascular cause. 

It also includes cerebral infarction, intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), and subarachnoid 

hemorrhage (SAH), and it is a leading cause of disability and death worldwide. When a 

"brain attack" occurs, blood flow to a specific part of the brain is interrupted. As a result, 

brain cells lose access to oxygen and start to degrade. The areas of the brain that regulate 

and perform various types of tasks, such as memory and motor control, are lost when brain 

cells die after a stroke (Sacco et al. 2013). 

The most frequent motor deficits in those who have had a Cerebrovascular Accident (CVA) 

are muscular weakness, hypertonia, aberrant movement patterns, and physical 

deconditioning. CVA victims may also develop sensory and cognitive problems. As a 

result of their musculoskeletal conditions, people with CVA frequently experience limits 

in their ability to do basic daily tasks like walking and climbing, and descending stairs 

(Nascimento et al. 2011). 
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Whitehead and Baalbergen. (2019) has stated that, after a stroke, there are many 

neuropsychiatric sequelae, with depressive symptoms being the most prevalent. In 25 to 75 

percent of patients, post-stroke depression manifests. However, it is common for stroke 

patients to go through emotional phases. They may experience emotions of worry, anxiety, 

grief over their bodily losses or changes, as well as other symptoms like those of 

depression. These typically go away with time and are effectively handled with the aid of 

the multidisciplinary team, which includes counselors. As a result, it's crucial to have a 

psychologist or counselor on the team. Given the prevalence of post-stroke depression, the 

rehabilitation physician should be highly suspicious of the diagnosis if the aforementioned 

symptoms continue and interfere with the patient's other treatments. Referral to a 

psychiatrist may be necessary, as is subsequent pharmacotherapeutic therapy with selective 

serotonin reuptake inhibitors or heterocyclics. 

Appelros. (2006) has discussed that pain following a stroke might have either a central or 

peripheral source. The term "thalamic pain," which refers to central post-stroke pain caused 

by thalamic lesions, is a misnomer because lesions at any level of the central nervous 

system can generate central post-stroke pain. Following a stroke, peripheral (nociceptive) 

discomfort is frequently brought on by altered muscular tone. The shoulder is a common 

location for peripheral pain. 

Multiple symptoms, including neurological and cognitive abnormalities brought on by 

cerebral lesions, are experienced by patients with cerebral infarction. Numerous patients 

also describe subjective symptoms as pain, despair, and exhaustion. Although there have 

been many studies on depression in individuals with cerebral infarction, until recently, 

investigations on pain and exhaustion in this population were disregarded. On follow-up, 

major depression affects 15-20% of patients with cerebral infarction, whereas fatigue 

affects up to 40% of patients and pain affects 30–40% of patients (Naess et al. 2012). 

Given that fatigue can have crippling effects on stroke survivors, it is crucial to comprehend 

the breadth of the issue and the root causes. Even when depression, disability, and age are 

taken into account, post-stroke fatigue is still significantly linked to a low quality of life. 

For patients, it is also important to note that 40% of them list exhaustion as one of their 

worst symptoms. Post-stroke exhaustion restricts daily activities and has a negative impact 
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on driving, reading, sleeping, returning to work, social engagement, and other activities of 

daily living. It has been connected to an increase in mortality and makes people more 

dependent on institutionalization and activities of daily living (Cumming et al. 2016). 

It is possible to say that a complete neurological dysfunction is the cause of stroke. The 

type of symptoms a stroke patient experiences entirely depends on the side of the brain that 

is injured. And if the artery that is clogged or burst is identified, it will be more precisely 

described. When it comes to diagnostic criteria, hemorrhagic and ischemic strokes are very 

similar. In the very early stages of stroke, MRI and CT scans aid in the differentiation of 

diagnoses (Musuka et al. 2015). 

Mohammad. (2011) has argued about the activity of brain that because of the complexity 

of its structure and function, the brain is a fascinating topic in neurology. Along with 

physical degradation, the brain is more vulnerable as we age to a variety of complex, life-

threatening disorders that require prompt treatment. One such ailment that is a hot topic in 

the new millennium is stroke because it is a leading cause of disability both globally and 

in Bangladesh, as well as being a major cause of death. 

Stroke is the primary cause of long-term disability in the West, and the severity of the 

stroke affects the functional consequences. According to estimates, 460 stroke survivors 

out of every 100,000 will experience incomplete recovery, and one-third will be in charge 

of at least one ADL. In the three months following a stroke, 50% to 70% of survivors regain 

functional independence, but 15% to 30% are totally incapacitated. The remaining 20% 

need institutional care. 85% of stroke victims lose the ability to use their upper limbs in the 

beginning of the disease (Carod and Egido. 2009). 

Stroke rates are high and rising globally, with clear racial and ethnic differences. Therefore, 

in populations that are aging and where a rising number of people are living with stroke-

related disability and continuous risk, effective primary stroke prevention methods are 

essential. There is, however, little data on the effects of drops (or increases) in rates and 

case fatality across entire populations because to the significant difficulties in identifying 

historical changes in stroke incidence and outcome. This raises questions about how public 

health initiatives and advancements in the provision of healthcare services would affect the 

prevalence of this serious illness (Feigin et al. 2015). 
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Pain after a stroke is seen as a key issue for stroke victims. Its prevalence rate varies and 

can be anywhere from 19 and 74%, which makes it a hindrance to stroke survivorship. Due 

to factors like study population, period after stroke onset evaluation, etc., there is a 

considerable variation in prevalence rate. After a stroke, pain is also related to long-term 

mortality. More damaging strokes are caused by both central and peripheral forms of pain 

mechanisms. Additionally, pain causes other issues that eventually lead to disease 

Sommerfeld and Welmer. 2012). 

Stroke rehabilitation typically involves a cyclical process that includes assessment, patient 

identification, and measurement; goal-setting, which involves setting genuine, progressive 

goals for improvement; intervention, which involves supporting goal-achieving; and 

reevaluation to gauge success in relation to established objectives. The most well-known 

annoyance brought on by a motor disability is a restriction in the ability to move muscles. 

Speaking, using foul language, seeing, feeling, and consciousness are other common 

impairments (Langhorne et al. 2011). 

Following coronary heart disease and infectious diseases like the flu and pneumonia, stroke 

has been identified as the third most common cause of death in Bangladesh. In 2011, the 

age-adjusted mortality rate for stroke was 108.31 per 100,000 individuals, up from 6.00% 

in 2006 and 8.57% in 2011. Bangladesh ranks 84 globally in terms of stroke mortality, 

according to the World Health Organization (WHO). The WHO reported that the age-

standardized DALY rate (per 100 000 people) for stroke was 864, but the number of 

disability-adjusted life years (DALY) lost (per 1000 people) due to stroke was 485. These 

figures suggest that the economic impact of stroke in Bangladesh will be significant in the 

future. The fact that 40–30% of Bangladeshis are already estimated to be living in poverty 

exacerbates the situation. From a community survey encompassing 15 627 participants 40 

years of age and older, the prevalence of stroke has been assessed. For the age ranges of 

40–49 years, 50–59 years, 60–69 years, 70–79 years, and 80 years and more, respectively, 

the prevalence of stroke was reported as 0–20%, 0–30%, 0–20%, 1–00%, and 1–00%. The 

ratio of male to female patients was 3:44, and the total prevalence of stroke was 0:30% 

(Islam et al. 2013). 
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We found that the prevalence of fatigue was much lower in Asian populations (35% vs. 

54%) as compared to other regions. It should be highlighted that the four Asian studies—

three from South Korea and one from Hong Kong—were all from East Asia. In Asia, there 

are several stroke epidemiology patterns, including younger age and a higher probability 

of hemorrhagic stroke (Cumming et al. 2016).
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The theoretical frameworks and analytical techniques were used to accomplish the research 

objectives are presented in this chapter. This chapter also discusses the types of data needed 

and the methods used to collect them. This chapter's goal is to examine the research design 

in light of the study purpose. 

3.1 Study design: 

An observational study design commonly used in medical research is the cross-sectional 

study, which examines data from a population at a single point in time. Researchers 

simultaneously measure the study subjects' exposures and outcomes in a cross-sectional 

study. A "snapshot" of a group of people is what is meant to be captured (Wang and Cheng 

2020). 

A cross-sectional survey involves the collection of information from a sample taken from 

a predetermined population. With this approach, a group of people was chosen, and the 

information needed by the researcher was then collected when they utilize a certain service. 

A population's level of fatigue and pain can be determined using this data, and its impact 

might be evaluated. A survey is a type of data collection that involves objectively 

measuring key sample variables without the use of systematic bias or manipulation 

(which usually uses a questionnaire). The survey concept often approaches a sample of the 

target audience, interviews them, or distributes a questionnaire to them. 

3.2 Study area: 

The researcher collected data from the Neurology unit, Department of physiotherapy, 

Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP), Savar, Dhaka-1343. Patients with 

stroke were those being treated here.  

3.3 Study Duration:   

The study was conducted since 1st May to 31th July 2023 

 

CHAPTER:3                                                               METHODOLOGY 
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3.4 Study population 

A study's population is the total number of participants, incidents, or observations. All type 

of stroke patients getting rehabilitation treatment at the Neurology Unit of the Centre for 

the Rehabilitation of the Paralyzed (CRP), Savar, Dhaka, were used as the study's sample 

population. 

3.5 Sampling Technique 

Convenience sampling techniques was used to perform the study since they were the 

simplest, least expensive, and fastest way to choose the sample (Bodnar et al., 2013). It 

was simple to obtain volunteers using the convenience sampling approach who meet the 

requirements for the study's goal. 

3.6 Sample Size 

The equation of sample size calculation is given below 

 

n = 

 

Here, 

n = sample size 

Z = the standard normal deviation which is 1.96 

P = expected prevalence which is 1.139 (Mondal et al., 2022). 

q = (1- p) 

= (1- 1.139) 

= 0.139 

d = 0.05 

The actual sample size was, n = 243 

Z2 pq 

d2 
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As it is academic thesis, self-funding and data was collected from a single specialized 

hospital by considering the feasibility and time limitation 110 sample were selected 

conveniently. 

 

3.7 Inclusion and Exclusion criteria 

3.7.1 Inclusion criteria: 

• Both male and female patient who had stroke within 6 months and had taken 

physiotherapy treatment at least 8-12 session. 

• Both ischemic and hemorrhagic type of stroke patients were considered for this 

study. 

• Age range between 18 -75 years 

• Patients who were willing to participate. 

 

3.7.2 Exclusion Criteria 

• Medically unstable patient (patients those who are having a change in mental status 

or a significant change or abnormality in important vital signs like blood pressure, 

pulse, breathe, heart rate, oxygenation status) 

• Patients who had cognitive problem confirmed by psychiatrist 

• Patients who were affected with serious infectious disease  

 

3.8 Data collection tools 

Questionnaire, consent forms, pen, papers, pen drive, eraser, white paper, clip board 

 

3.9 Outcome measurement Tool: 

Fatigue Severity Scale, Visual Analog Scale, Berg Balance Scale, Barthel Index. 
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3.9.1 Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) 

PSF was quantified using the Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS), which has been validated in 

persons with stroke. The FSS consists of 9 items and each item is rated on a 7-point Likert 

scale. For example, the first item on the FSS is “My motivation is lower when I am 

fatigued” and the participant was asked to rate from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree 

(7). All 9 responses are summed to yield a total score (maximum total score = 63). A total 

score greater than 36 or an average score greater than 4 is considered indicative of 

significant pathological fatigue (Goh and Stewart, 2019). 

3.9.2 Visual Analog Scale (VAS) 

The current findings provide assistance for this effort by identifying cutoffs for 

transforming VAS scores into specific pain intensity classifications. Specifically, and in 

both of the samples studied, the results indicated that a 100-mm VAS score less than 5 mm 

may be labeled as no pain, 100-mm VAS scores from 5 to 44 mm may be labeled as mild 

pain, 100-mm VAS scores from 45 to 74 mm may be labeled as moderate pain, and 100-

mm VAS scores 75 mm and greater may be labeled as severe pain (Jensen, 2003). 

3.9.3 Berg Balance Scale (BBS) 

The BBS is a widely used tool to measure static and dynamic balance. It consists of 14 

items and each item is rated on a scale from 0 to 4. The maximum total score on the BBS 

is 56, with a higher score indicating better balance performance (Goh and Stewart, 2019). 

3.9.4 Barthel Index (BI) 

The original BI was scored in steps of five points to give a maximum total score of 100. A 

widely adopted modification to the index by Collin et al., (1988) includes a revised score 

range of 0–20 (Sainsbury et al., 2005). 
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3.10 Data collection procedure 

The patients' written permission was taken. In-person interviews were performed to collect 

data using a questionnaire. Prior to data collection, researchers made sure that data 

collectors understood the entire data collection process. To prevent mistakes, all of the data 

were gathered by careful data collectors in the presence of the researcher. The researcher 

went over each questionnaire again to look for any missing or confusing information. 

3.10 Duration of data collection 

Data was collected carefully and confidentiality and maintained all ethical considerations. 

The researcher gave each participant a particular time to collect the data. Each 

questionnaire took approximately 15-20 minutes to complete. 

3.10 Data Analysis 

Data analysis employed descriptive statistics. A collection of results can be described using 

descriptive statistics by highlighting the most intriguing aspects of the data. The statistical 

program for social science (SPSS) version 20 was used for the statistical analysis. Each 

questionnaire was examined again for any missing or unclear information. At first, put the 

names of the variables, along with the varieties, values, decimal, label alignment, and 

measurement level of the data, in the variable view of SPSS first. The SPSS data view input 

procedure initially came next. After entering all the information, the researcher double-

checked the data to make sure it had been accurately transferred from the questionnaire 

sheet to the SPSS data view. The raw data was then prepared for SPSS analysis. Tables, 

bar graphs, and pie charts are utilized to show data that has been subjected to descriptive 

statistical analysis and percentage calculations. Bar graphs and pie charts were customized 

using Microsoft Office Excel 2019. To find out the association among the different 

variables Chi-Square test was performed. 
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3.13 Chi-Square (x2) test 

Chi-Square (x2) test is the most popular discrete data hypothesis testing method. It is a 

nonparametric test of statistical significance for bivariate tabular analysis with a 

contingency table. Chi-Square test helps to analyze data come in the form of counts. This 

test can be applied to nominal or categorical data which can’t be analyzed using the ranking 

technique. 

 

3.14 Ethical consideration 

The Bangladesh Medical Research Council (BMRC) and World Health Organization 

(WHO) Research criteria were strictly followed to throughout the entire research project. 

The dissertation proposal, which also included the methodology, was submitted to the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI) 

for approval, and the proposal was approved by the faculty members. The supervisor of the 

research project and the course coordinator initially gave permission before the study was 

conducted. In order to participate in this study, interested people were given written consent 

forms, informed of the study's objectives, and provided verbal explanations of the consent 

form in Bengali. The participants were informed that their participation was fully voluntary 

and that they had the absolute right to renounce or stop at any time without any restrictions. 

Additionally, the confidentiality of their identities was guaranteed. The fact that a written 

questionnaire would be used to gather the data was made clear to the participants. The 

supervisor also went over the questionnaire and consent form. Every possible participant 

was asked to sign a written consent form during the interview process in order to participate 

in this study. Information regarding their part in the study was provided to the participants. 

The purpose of the study and its methods were also explained to the participants. 

Participants were also made aware that although the data they complied with might appear, 

their names and residences would not be stated or used. The study's information was never 

disclosed to anybody else; it was only ever discussed with the supervisor. After the study 

is finished, these documents will be made public. Although the participants may not 

directly benefit from the study's findings, rehabilitation specialists may. 
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3.15 Rigor of the study 

The rigorous manner was maintained to conduct the study. The study was conducted in a 

clean and systemic way. During the data collection it was ensured participants were not 

influenced by experience. The answer was accepted whether they were in negative or 

positive impression. No leading questions were asked or no important questions were 

avoided. The participant information was coded accurately and checked by the supervisor 

to eliminate any possible errors. The entire information was handled with confidentiality. 

In the result section, outcome was not influenced by showing any personal interpretation. 

Every section of the study was checked and rechecked by the research supervisor. 
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Data were analyzed by descriptive statistics and calculated as percentages and presented 

by using column charts, pie charts, bar charts and tables. 

Socio demographic characteristic of stroke patients 

4.1 Age of the participants 

The study was conducted on 110 participants who had Stroke. In the study maximum age 

of a participant was 75 and the minimum age of a participant was 18. Participants in 

between 48- 57 years were found 27.3% (n= 30), participants in between 38- 47 years were 

found 25.5% (n=28) , participants in between 58-67 years were found 23. 6% (n= 26), 

participants in between 18- 27 years were found 9.1% (n=10), participants in between 68- 

75 years were found 7.3% (n= 8), participants in between 28-37 years were found 7.3% 

(n=8). 

 

 

 

Figure- 4.1: Age group of the Respondents 

18- 27 28-37 38-47 48-57 58- 67 68- 75

Age

9.1 

% 7.3 

%

25.5

%

27.3 %

23.6 %

7.3 %
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4.2 Gender of the participants: 

 

In the study researcher found the ratio of male were more than female. Among the 110 

participants 67% (n=74) were male and 33% (n=36) were female 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-4.2: Gender of the participants 
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4.3 Living area of the participant: 

 

 

From the distribution of data, it was determined that among the 110 participants 52% 

(n=57) patients lives in urban area 48% and (n=53) patients lives in rural area. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure-4.3: Living area of the participants 
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4.4 Stroke type of the participant: 

 

 

The column chart showed that among the 110 participants it was found that 70% (n=77)  

had stroke and 30% (n=33) of the patient had hemorrhagic stroke. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-4.4 Stroke type of the participant  
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4.5 Participant’s Demographic Data 

Table -1: Socio-Demographic Characteristics of the participants 

Characteristics n (%) Characteristics n (%) 

Age Gender 

(48-57) years 30 (27.3%) Male 74 (67.3%) 

(38-47) years 28 (25.5%) Female 36 (32.7%) 

(58-67) years 26 (23.6%) Occupation 

(18-27) years 10 (9.1%) Housewife 30 (27.3%) 

(28-37) years 8 (7.3%) Business 29 (26.4%) 

(68-75) years 8 (7.3%) Corporate job 25 (22.7%) 

Education Govt. job 9 (8.2%) 

Higher secondary 29 (26.4%) Student 6 (5.5%) 

Secondary 24 (21.8%) Unemployed 4 (3.6%) 

Primary 23 (20.3%) Teacher 4 (3.6%) 

Bachelor/Masters 21 (19.1%) Farmer 3 (2.7%) 

Illiterate 13 (11.8%) Family status 

Marital status Single family 69 (62.2%) 

Married 87 (79.1%) Joint Family 41 (37.3%) 

Widowed 13 (11.8%) Affected side of brain 

Unmarried 10 (9.1%) Left 61 (55.5%) 

Stroke type Right 49 (44.5%) 

Ischemic  77 (70%) Duration of receiving physiotherapy 

Hemorrhagic 33 (30%) >20 session 35 (31.8%) 

Affected side of body 17-20 session 33 (30%) 

Right 61 (55.5%) 13-16 session 24 (21.8%) 

Left 49 (44.5%) 8-12 session 18 (16.4%) 
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Among the 110 participants, it was determined that the majority of the respondents, 

27.3%(n=30) were within the range of years of age 48-57. The second highest rate 

respondents 25.5% (n= 28) were within the age group of 38-47 years of age. The third 

highest age group was 58-67 years of age was 23.6% (n= 26). Here most of them were 

male 67.3% (n= 74) and 32.7% (n= 36) were female. Among the participants almost 79.1% 

(n= 87) were married, 11.8% (n =13) were widowed and 9.1% (n=10) were unmarried. 

Among the 110 participants 26.4% (n= 29) were involved with business professions and 

22.7% (n= 25) were involve with corporate job and 8.2% (n= 9) were involved with govt. 

job. Among the 110 participants, 26.4% (n= 29) completed higher education and 21.8% 

(n=24) were completed their S.S.C level, 20.9% (n=23) were primary level, 19.1% (n=21) 

of the participants were completed their bachelor degree or above and 11.8% (n=13) were 

illiterate. Among the 110 participants 70 % were attacked by stroke and 30% were attacked 

by hemorrhagic stroke. And 61(55.5%) were right sided hemiplegic and 49(44.5%) were 

left sided hemiplegic. 
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4.6 Status of Fatigue among the participants: 

 

Among the 110 respondents 56% (n=62) participants reported about their not being fatigue 

and 44% (n=48) participants reported about their fatigue. From the total score those who 

have scored at least between (1-35) does not considered to have fatigue. Although those 

who have scored 36 or above have been considered to have fatigue and advised to consult 

a physician. 

 

 

 

                                              

 

Figure-4.6 Status of Fatigue 
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4.7 Fatigue level among the respondents as per Fatigue Severity  

Table- 2: Participants fatigue level 

 

1. My motivation is lower when I am fatigued 

Score Percentages n (%) Mean (±SD) 

1 0.90  

 

 

5.30 (±1.50) 

2 2.70 

3 9.10 

4 19.10 

5 19.10 

6 19.10 

7 30.0 

2. Exercise brings on my fatigue 

1 2.70  

 

 

4.68(±1.70) 

2 6.40 

3 21.40 

4 16.40 

5 12.70 

6 21.80 

7 18.20 

3. I am easily fatigued 

1 10.90  

 

 

3.80(±1.79) 

2 12.70 

3 27.30 

4 15.50 

5 10.90 

6 13.60 

7 9.10 

4. Fatigue interferes with my physical functioning 

1 17.30  
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2 15.50  

 

3.10(±1.39) 

3 26.40 

4 27.30 

5 8.20 

6 5.50 

7 0.0 

5. Fatigue causes frequent problems for me 

1 27.30  

 

 

2.60(±1.31) 

2 19.10 

3 30.90 

4 13.60 

5 7.30 

6 1.80 

7 0.0 

6. My fatigue prevents sustained physical functioning 

1 28.20  

 

 

2.57(±1.34) 

2 20.90 

3 28.20 

4 13.60 

5 6.40 

6 2.70 

7 0.0 

7. Fatigue interferes with carrying out certain duties and responsibilities 

1 26.40  

 

 

2.28(±1.44) 

2 22.70 

3 23.60 

4 16.40 

5 6.40 

6 3.60 

7 0.90 
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8. Fatigue is among my three most disabling symptoms 

1 2.70  

 

 

4.93(±1.37) 

2 1.80 

3 6.40 

4 27.30 

5 26.40 

6 21.80 

7 13.60 

9. Fatigue interferes with my work, family, or social life 

1 21.80  

 

 

2.75(±1.29) 

2 21.80 

3 28.20 

4 16.40 

5 11.80 

6 0.0 

7 0.0 

 

The FSS is a nine-item self-administered questionnaire that examines how severe fatigue 

was throughout the course of the previous week in various contexts. Each item is given a 

grade between 1 and 7, where 1 means a strong disagreement and 7 a strong agreement. 

The final score is the mean of the nine items (Valko et al., 2008). 

It seems that about 30% of the respondents strongly agree (7) with the fact that have been 

facing lower motivation when they are being fatigue. And the frequency gradually 

becoming less like 19.10% respondents are in between (4) and 2.70% people strongly 

disagree (2) about the fact. And the mean of this percentage is 5.30 and in sequence 

standard deviation is ± 1.50. In addition, this data was also analyzed by using SPSS version 

20. From 110 participants the status of fatigue was 44% who was assessed as fatigue and 

56% was assessed as not fatigue. Mean of the percentage was 1.44 and standard deviation 

was ±0.49. 
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 4.8 Status of Pain among the participants 

 

The study was conducted on 110 participants who had Stroke and the pain was measured 

by VAS scale. In the study majority of the participants about 52.7% reported moderate pain 

and secondly most participant 22.7% was suffered from severe pain and about 20% 

participants were found who had mild pain and again approximately 4.5% participants 

reported no pain.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Status of pain among stroke participant 
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4.9 Percentages of score of Berg Balance Scale: 

 

Table -3: Participants balance percentage: 

1.Sitting to standing 

Score Percentages n (%) Mean (±SD) 

0= needs moderate or maximal assist to stand 6.40  

 

1.98 (±0.98) 

1= needs minimal aid to stand or stabilize 26.40 

2= able to stand using hands after several tries 33.60 

3= able to stand independently using hands 30.0 

4= able to stand without using hands and 

stabilize independently 

3.60 

2. Standing Unsupported 

0= unable to stand 30 seconds unsupported 4.50  

 

2.15(±1.04) 

1= needs several tries to stand 30 seconds 

unsupported 

26.40 

2= able to stand 30 seconds unsupported 27.30 

3= able to stand 2 minutes with supervision 33.60 

4= able to stand safely for 2 minutes 8.20 

3. Sitting with back unsupported but feet supported on floor or on a stool 

0= unable to sit without support 10 seconds 0.90  

 

2.44(±0.90) 

1= able to sit 10 seconds 13.60 

2= able to sit 30 seconds 38.20 

3= able to sit 2 minutes under supervision 35.50 

4= able to sit safely and securely for 2 minutes 11.80 

4. Standing to sitting 

0= needs assist to sit 4.50  

 

 

 2.21(±1.02) 

1= sits independently but has uncontrolled 

descent 

20.0 

2= uses back of legs against chair to control 

descent 

35.50 
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3= controls descent by using hands 30.0 

4= sits safely with minimal use of hands 10.0 

5. Transfer 

0= needs two people to assist or supervise to 

be safe 

2.70  

 

 

1.89(±0.98) 

1= needs one person to assist 38.20 

2= able to transfer with verbal cuing and/or 

supervision 

33.60 

3= able to transfer safely definite need of hands 18.20 

4= able to transfer safely with minor use of 

hands 

7.30 

6. Standing unsupported with eyes closed 

0= needs help to keep from falling  10.90  

 

1.76(±1.04) 

1= unable to keep eyes closed 3 seconds but 

stays safely 

30.90 

2= able to stand 3 seconds 34.50 

3= able to stand 10 seconds with supervision 18.20 

4= able to stand 10 seconds safely 5.50 

7. Standing unsupported with feet together 

0= needs help to attain position and unable to 

hold for 15 seconds 

23.60  

 

 

 

1.52(±1.09) 

1= needs help to attain position but able to 

stand 15 seconds feet together 

23.60 

2= able to place feet together independently 

but unable to hold for 30 seconds 

30.90 

3= able to place feet together independently 

and stand 1 minute with supervision 

20.90 

4= able to place feet together independently 

and stand 1 minute safely 

0.90 

8. Reaching forward with outstretched arm while standing 
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0= loses balance while trying/requires external 

support 

18.20  

 

 

1.80(±1.20) 

1= reaches forward but needs supervision 23.60 

2= can reach forward 5 cm (2 inches) 23.60 

3= can reach forward 12 cm (5 inches) 29.10 

4= can reach forward confidently 25 cm (10 

inches) 

5.50 

9. pick up object from the floor from a standing position 

0= unable to try/needs assist to keep from 

losing balance or falling 

6.40  

 

 

 

2.01(±1.18) 

1= unable to pick up and needs supervision 

while trying 

35.50 

2= unable to pick up but reaches 2-5 cm from 

slipper and keeps balance independently 

23.60 

3= able to pick up slipper but needs 

supervision 

20.0 

4= able to pick up slipper safely and easily 14.50 

10. Turning to look behind over left and right shoulders while standing 

0= needs assist to keep from losing balance or 

falling 

6.40  

 

 

2.00(±1.06) 

1= needs supervision when turning 29.10 

2= turns sideways only but maintains balance 30.90 

3= looks behind one side only other side shows 

less weight shift 

25.50 

4= looks behind from both sides and weight 

shifts well 

8.20 

11. Turn 360 degrees 

0= needs assistance while turning 14.50  

 

 

1= needs close supervision or verbal cuing 30.0 

2= able to turn 360 degrees safely but slowly 38.20 
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3= able to turn 360 degrees safely one side 

only 4 seconds or less 

14.50 1.61(±0.99) 

4= able to turn 360 degrees safely in 4 seconds 

or less 

2.70 

12. Place alternate foot on step or stool while standing unsupported 

0= needs assistance to keep from falling / 

unable to try 

26.40  

 

 

 

1.34(±1.03) 

1= able to complete > 2 steps need minimal 

assist 

29.10 

2= able to complete 4 steps without aid with 

supervision 

29.10 

3= able to stand independently and complete 8 

steps in > 20 seconds 

15.50 

4= able to stand independently and safely and 

complete 8 steps in 20 seconds 

0.0 

13. Standing unsupported one foot in front 

0= loses balance while stepping or standing 22.70  

 

 

1.36(±1.07) 

1= needs help to step but can hold 15 seconds 38.20 

2= able to take small step independently and 

hold 30 seconds 

21.80 

3= able to place foot ahead independently and 

hold 30 seconds 

14.50 

4= able to place foot tandem independently 

and hold 30 seconds 

2.70 

14. Standing on one leg 

0= unable to try of needs assist to prevent fall 25.50  

 

 

1.24(±0.97) 

 

1= tries to lift leg unable to hold 3 seconds 

but remains standing independently 

38.20 

2= able to lift leg independently and hold ≥ 3 

seconds 

23.60 
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3= able to lift leg independently and hold 5-10 

seconds 

12.70  

4= able to lift leg independently and hold > 10 

seconds 

0.0 

 

The clinical criterion standard for measuring balance is the Berg Balance Scale (BBS), 

which has been validated. The BBS was created to evaluate an older person's ability to 

balance, assess changes in balance over time, screen patients for rehabilitation therapy 

services, and anticipate falls in older people living independently and hospitalized. Patients 

with stroke are one of the populations for which the intervention is relevant (Kornetti et al., 

2004).  

Among the 110 participants wheelchair bounded patients was about 34.5% (n=38), patients 

who can walk with assists are 55.5% (n=61) and about 10%(n=11) participants are 

independent. The mean of this scale is 1.75 and standard deviation ±0.623. 

 

4.10 Association between variables 

The Chi-square test was use to find the association between the variables. If the P-value is 

<0.05 then the result is significant which means there is association between the variables. 

4.10.1 Association of age and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total score: 

Age and Fatigue Severity 

Scale (FSS) total score 

    Chi-Square value P-Value 

    51.432 0.000* 

 

For association of age and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total score, P-value is 0.000 which 

is less than 0.05. So, the result is significant that indicates there is an association between 

age and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total score. And by that we can assume that the more 

the age of the respondents would be suffered with more fatigue. 
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4.10.2 Association of age and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score: 

Age and Visual Analog 

Scale (VAS) score 

Chi-Square value P-Value 

31.676 0.007* 

 

For association of age and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score, P-value is 0.007 which is less 

than 0.05. So, the result is significant that indicates there is a association between age and 

Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score. That means age also has an impact on pain. 

4.10.3 Association of Gender and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total score: 

Gender and Fatigue Severity 

Scale (FSS) total score 

Chi-Square value P-Value 

0.490 0.311 

 

The observed P-value for association of Gender and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total 

score is 0.311. So, the result is not significant that means there is no association between 

Gender and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total score. As comprehend that male and female 

patients have an analytically similar pattern of fatigue either its man or woman no 

significant was noted. 

 

4.10.4 Association of Gender and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score: 

Gender and Visual Analog 

Scale (VAS) score 

Chi-Square value P-Value 

2.638 0.451 

 

The observed P-value for association of Gender and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total 

score is 0.357. So, the result is not significant that means there is no association between 

Gender and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total score. According to this association 

researcher had assumed that male and female patient have same type of pain intensity, it 

doesn’t really related to gender. 
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4.10.5 Association of Type of stroke and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total score: 

Type of stroke and Fatigue 

Severity Scale (FSS) total 

score: 

   Chi-Square value P-Value 

   2.281 0.097 

 

The observed P-value for association of Type of stroke and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) 

total score is 0.097. So, the result is not significant that means there is no association 

between Type of stroke and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total score. As in, fatigue severity 

does not related to stroke type like its either hemorrhagic or ischemic.  

4.10.6 Association of Type of stroke and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score: 

Type of stroke and Visual 

Analog Scale (VAS) score 

Chi-Square value P-Value 

3.809 0.238 

 

The observed P-value for association of Type of stroke and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) 

score is 0.238. So, the result is not significant that means there is no association between 

Type of stroke and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score. However, pain intensity or feelings 

of pain doesn’t apparently related to the type of stroke either ischemic or hemorrhagic. 

4.10.7 Association of Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score and Fatigue Severity Scale 

(FSS) total score: 

Visual Analog Scale (VAS) 

score and Fatigue Severity 

Scale (FSS) total score 

Chi-Square value P-Value 

10.290 0.016* 

 

For association of Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total 

score, P-value is 0.016 which is <0.05 that means the result is significant which points out 

that there is association between Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score and Fatigue Severity 

Scale (FSS) total score. This means that a patient’s fatigue is considerably affected by pain 

intensity. 
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4.10.8 Association of Berg Balance Scale (BBS) score and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) 

total score: 

Berg Balance Scale (BBS) 

score and Fatigue Severity 

Scale (FSS) total score 

Chi-Square value P-Value 

26.788 0.000* 

 

There is a strong association of Berg Balance Scale (BBS) score and Fatigue Severity Scale 

(FSS) total score because their P-value is 0.000 which is less than 0.05. As we have selected 

BBS scale to observe the treatment outcome of the patient here it appears that fatigue has 

an effect on patient’s balance improvement. 

4.10.9 Association of Berg Balance Scale (BBS) score and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) 

score: 

Berg Balance Scale (BBS) 

score and Visual Analog 

Scale (VAS) score: 

Chi-Square value P-Value 

23.949 0.001* 

 

There is a association of Berg Balance Scale (BBS) score and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) 

score because their P-value is 0.001 which is less than 0.05. At the same time, it can be 

observed that there is less improvement of balance due to pain. 

4.10.10 Association of Birthel Index (BI) score and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total 

score: 

Birthel Index (BI) score and 

Fatigue Severity Scale 

(FSS) total score 

Chi-Square value P-Value 

36.816 0.004* 

 

For association of Barthel Index (BI) total score and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total 

score, P-value is 0.004 which is <0.05. So, the result is significant that indicates there is 

association between Barthel Index (BI) score and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total score. 
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Basically, we observe ADL (activity of daily living) with BI, and here we can assume 

fatigue affects ADL. 

4.10.11 Association of Birthel Index (BI) score and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score: 

Birthel Index (BI) score and 

Visual Analog Scale (VAS) 

score 

Chi-Square value P-Value 

74.493 0.018* 

 

For association of Barthel Index (BI) total score and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score, P-

value is 0.018 which is <0.05. So, the result is significant that indicates there is association 

between Barthel Index (BI) score and Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score. Here again, pain 

also interferes with the   patient’s life.
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Finding prior research that has already been published and evaluating its suitability for 

application to the gathered data are the goals of the analysis and discussion. In regard to 

the study's research questions and objectives, the study's findings are discussed in this 

chapter. The main topic of discussion is determining the impact of fatigue and pain among 

stroke patients, as well as its relationship to functional prognosis. 

In this study on 110 participants who had stroke researcher found that, minimum age of a 

participant was 18 and maximum age of a participant was 75. Participants in between 18- 

27 years were found 9.1% (n=10), participants in between 28-37 years were found 7.3% 

(n=8), participants in between 38- 47 years were found 25.5% (n=28), participants in 

between 48- 57 years were found 27.3% (n= 30), participants in between 58-67 years were 

found 23. 6% (n= 26), participants in between 68- 75 years were found 7.3% (n= 8). 

Majority of the participants age range was between 38-67 years and the mean age of the 

respondents were 3.71±1.35 years. Among the 110 participants 67% (n=74) were male and 

33% (n=36) were female and 48% (n=53) patients lives in rural area and 52% (n=57) 

patients lives in urban area. 

Whether in a Bangladeshi study by (Mondal et al., 2022) found that majority (59.4%) of 

the respondents in this study were in younger age range (<40years), followed by 19.6% 

were in the 41–50 years group, 12.3% in the 51–60 years group and 8.7% were in >60 

years. The age range was 18 to 113 years. The mean age of the respondents was 39.97 ± 

14.03 years. About half (13,878, 54.9%) of the respondents were male and the rest (11,409, 

45.1%) were female. Around 58.9% (14904) of the total respondents were from the urban 

areas and the rest (41.1%) were from rural areas. 

The minimum age range of the above study was similar to this study but the maximum age 

range was dissimilar. But the ratio of respondents living area was quite similar with this 

study. However, the ratio of gender as in affected percentage of male female is not similar. 

Chapter – V                                                                          Discussion 
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A study by Gurcay et al., (2009) mentioned that they took 67 post stroke survivors age 

ranged from between 33 to 81 years. Among them 36 (53.7%) were male and Female 31 

(46.35%). Which is not alike with this study. 

Among the 110 participants, researcher found that 11.8% (n=13) were illiterate, 20.9% 

(n=23) were primary level, 21.8% (n=24) were completed their S.S.C level, 26.4% (n= 29) 

completed higher education and 19.1% (n=21) of the participants were completed their 

bachelor degree or above. Among the 110 participants 70 % were attacked by stroke and 

30% were attacked by hemorrhagic stroke. And 61(55.5%) were right sided hemiplegic 

and 49(44.5%) were left sided hemiplegic. 

Another study of Texas found in their research among fifty-three individuals, no formal 

education 1% (2), 6 years of education 17% (32), 9 years of education 15% (28). 12 years 

of education 9% (17) and about 16 years of educational qualification 8% (15) however >16 

years of education is 3% (6). Lesion hemisphere in stroke where Right side is 29% (55) 

Left side is 24% (45). Dominant hand affected 22% (41) and not affected 31% (59) (Goh 

and Stewart, 2019). As in this research the dominant part affected was quite more than the 

study by Goh and Stewart. 

In this study, among the 110 participants it was found that 70% (n=77) had stroke and 30% 

(n=33) of the patient had hemorrhagic stroke. 

A study by Nayeem et al. (2010) in Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujib Medical University 

(BSMMU), Dhaka found that 87% were ischemic and 13% were hemorrhagic stroke 

among participant. Other study Hossain et al. (2011) stated that 61% were ischemic and 

39% were hemorrhagic stroke at Faridpur medical college, Bangladesh. And also 

mentioned that higher rate of hemorrhagic stroke is also found in number of hospitals in 

Asian countries such as Singapore, Malaysia (33%) Thailand (30%),37 Korea (31%), 

Taiwan (31%). One of the causes of high incidence of hemorrhagic stroke in this hospital 

may be due to the acute admission is more related to hemorrhagic stroke. 

Therefore, the findings of the present study were much alike with the previous study 

regarding the ratio of type of stroke.  
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Among the 110 respondents 44% (n=48) participants reported about their fatigue and 56% 

(n=62) participants reported about their not being fatigue. So, it can be estimated that the 

percentage of fatigue is 44%. 

According to McDonald and Elizabeth, (2023) the prevalence of PSF was 42% (at six 

months after ischemic stroke. As in, this percentage is very similar to this research. 

 According to Ho et al. (2021) prevalence of fatigue following stroke ranged from 25% to 

85%. A European study showed the prevalence of fatigue which was calculated with using 

FSS and resulted in an estimate of 48%. Time of assessment (<6 vs ≥6 months), stroke type 

(ischemic vs hemorrhagic/subarachnoid hemorrhage) and geographical location (East Asia 

vs Europe). In their study they found that the patients who were interviewed within the first 

6 months had a prevalence of 36% (95% CI 30–42%), whereas those who were assessed 

after that had a higher proportion of 56% (95% CI 50–63%) (p < 0.001). Moreover, while 

participants with stroke had a prevalence of 36% (95% CI 30– 42%), those who suffered 

from hemorrhagic stroke had nearly double that figure 66% (95% CI 59–74%) (p < 0.001). 

Additionally, studies that were conducted in Asia had a lower estimate 37% (95% CI 29–

45) than those carried out in Europe 51% (95% CI 42–59%) (p = 0.02) (Alghamdi et al., 

2021). 

The study was conducted on 110 participants who had Stroke and the pain was measured 

by VAS scale. In the study about 4.5% participants reported no pain. About 20% 

participants were found who had mild pain. Majority of the participants about 52.7% 

reported moderate pain and secondly most participant 22.7% was suffered from severe 

pain. 

This is similar with the findings of (Klit et al., 2009). They have stated that, Prevalence of 

chronic pain varies widely from 11% to 55%. 

On the other hand, Paolucci et al., (2016) had found that, risk factor of stroke like co-

morbidity, age and gender significantly influenced post stroke pain. According to them 

patients younger than 65 years and women have a higher risk of suffering from pain after 

stroke. These findings are not similar to the findings of this study. But this study found 

another association between pain intensity and pain category. 
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In this study researcher also found association of Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score and 

Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total score, where P-value is 0.016 which is <0.05 that means 

the result is significant which points out that there is association between Visual Analog 

Scale (VAS) score and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) total score. 

Another European research from Goh and Stewart (2019) found Scores on the fatigue 

severity scale (FSS) which showed a significant fair, correlation with the BBS (P = 0.03). 

The model revealed that BBS was a significant predictor of FSS score (P = 0.02). 

In this research, there is a strong association of Berg Balance Scale (BBS) score and Fatigue 

Severity Scale (FSS) total score found by the researcher because in the association the 

result of the P-value is 0.000 which is less than 0.05, which makes the result significant. 

Which is very similar with the study done by Goh and Stewart (2019) because both of the 

study has a significant P-value, and supports this study as well.  
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Limitation of the Study: 

There were certain particular limitations and obstacles on getting the study's results into 

consideration. The limitations are listed below: 

The sample size for the study was small. In the current study, only 110 samples were used. 

The condition of all stroke patients in the country cannot be determined from just 110 

samples. A large number of samples would be better because they would be more useful. 

One of the biggest restrictions was time. Researcher had a limited amount of time to 

conduct the research, therefore managing a big number of samples for the study was not 

possible. There was no study on fatigue and its prevalence on stroke patient in Bangladesh. 

And also, the impact of fatigue on the stroke patient more than 6 months period was not 

possible to include in this study. The only place where the sample was taken was CRP, 

Savar, Dhaka. Given that as this was the researcher's first study endeavor, this is requested 

to the supervisor and the respected teachers to overlook any errors. 
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6.1 Conclusion 

 

The researcher examined the frequency and association of fatigue and pain among patients 

who had stroke as well as the impact between post-stroke fatigue and pain with functional 

outcome. 

This study found that post stroke fatigue has important connections to both motor and 

cognitive ability. Planning and implementing therapies for stroke patients must take into 

account the impact of fatigue.  

Researcher didn’t find any associations of gender and Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS). In the 

study it was found that there was strong association of Association of age and Fatigue 

Severity Scale (FSS) (P<0.05). In this study there was association among Birthel Index 

(BI) score and Fatigue Severity Scale and Visual Analog Scale (P<0.05). There was a 

strong association among Berg Balance Scale (BBS) and Fatigue Severity Scale and Visual 

Analog Scale (P<0.05). So, fatigue and pain were prevalent in stroke patients and had an 

impact on patient’s functional outcome like balance and activity of daily living. Researcher 

also found strong association of Visual Analog Scale (VAS) score and Fatigue Severity 

Scale (FSS) total score as observed P-value was 0.016 (P<0.05). A post-stroke fatigued 

patient may lack motivation to push himself/ herself during rehabilitation, whereas a post-

stroke pain patient may had poor adherence to rehabilitative efforts due to a significant 

decrease in both physical and mental energy, both of which degrade activity in daily livings 

(ADL) performance and also the anticipated functional outcome in time of rehabilitation. 

Study showed that pain causes lower activity of daily living among survivors and intensity 

of pain had a significant association and co-relation with functional outcome. According 

to the result of this research, intensity of pain affected functional component of participants, 

and age was also associated with pain.  Therefore, PSF is related to functional gait, balance, 

and cognitive functioning. When planning and carrying out therapies for stroke patients, 

CHAPTER: VI            CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
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fatigue should be taken into consideration. Future research is required to examine the 

potential value of balance and cognitive training for PSF management. 

 

 

6.2 Recommendation 

 

After completing the research, the researcher found some recommendation. Some points 

to be noted that might be taken for the better accomplishment for further study. The main 

recommendations would be as follow:  

Should take more samples for generating the result and make more valid and reliable. 

Sample should collect from different institutes and rehabilitation center in different districts 

of Bangladesh to generalize the result. To find out an effective and efficient result in 

generalized form, other measurement scales should be used in consideration. A larger 

sample size may increase the statistical significance of some of the results. A long-term 

follow-up examination may provide the long-term effect on the impact of fatigue and pain 

on stroke. Pain and fatigue have an adverse consequence after having stroke and has 

influence on daily life and treatment procedure of patients with stroke. As fatigue is a 

neglected issue, it is necessary to give more and more attention to this aspect after stroke. 

There were some limitations of this study mentioned at the relevant section and it is 

recommended to overcome those limitations during further study. 
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Appendix-2 (A) 

সম্মতিপত্র 
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শ্বযরথরী( মকব্রমরী( প্রভরশ্ব( িা( মর( িন্রুপন্(াীর।( এই( গেশ্বদন্র( সমূ্পক ে( াীরী( (জন্য(আিম(

আপন্রো(আপন্রী(গ্ররিীীকা(ও(মরন্িসা(ংশ্বস্থর(সম্পিােম(িাছু(প্রশ্ন(াীশ্ব(।(আপন্রো(

আবস্ত(াীিছ (আমরী(ও(আমরী(প্রেশ্নী(দ্বরীর(আপন্রী(হারন্রূপ(ক্ষিম(ণেশ্ব(ন্র।(আপন্রী(

হযওরর(মথয(হগরপন্(ীরখর(ণেশ্ব(এশ্বশ(শুধুমরত্র(গেশ্বদন্রী(উেযযেগ্রয(শ্বযরশ্বণরী(াীর(ণেশ্ব।(হে(

হারন্(সমর(গেশ্বদন্রর(আপন্রী(ংশগ্রহণন্(শ্বন্ধ(াীরী(ংিধারী(ীেরেছ।(পরগ্ররপরিগ্র(আপিন্(

েিয(হারন্(প্রেশ্নী(উত্তী(িযেম(ংবজস্ত(হশ্বরধ(ােীন্(মেশ্ব(আপিন্(হসই(প্রশ্ন(এিড়ের(হেেম(

পরেীন্।(প্রশ্নরশ্ব ক(পূীন্(াীেম(৩০(িমিন্ি(হথো(৪০(িমিন্ি(সমর( রগেশ্ব।(ংন্ুহণ(ােী(

আমরী( প্রশ্নরশ্ব কী( সটিা( উত্তী( িযন্( এশ্বশ( আপন্রী( স্বরেস্থযী( মু যরন্( াীেম( হিির(

সশহণারীকো(েথরসরধয(সণেেরগকমর(ারুন্। 

 

 

ণযর((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((ন্র 

 

 

ধন্যশ্বরয(আপন্রী(ংশগ্রহণেন্ী(পরগ্ররপরিগ্র(প্রশ্নগুে রী(েথরেথ(উত্তী(িযের(সণেেরিগমর(

াীরী(জন্য। 

 

ংশগ্রহণন্ারীকী(স্বরক্ষী. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (((((((((((((((((((((((মরিীখ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

মথয(সশহণারীকী(স্বরক্ষী. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ((((((((((((((((((((((মরিীখ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

গেশ্বদোী(স্বরক্ষী. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((মরিীখ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (. . 
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Appendix-2 (B) 

Informed consent 

(Please read out to the participant) 

 

Assalamualaikum, I am Kaniz Fatima, a student of Physiotherapy Course 2017-18 session 

of Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI) under Faculty of Medicine, University 

of Dhaka. I need to complete a research to get my BSc in Physiotherapy degree. The title 

of my research is, “Impact of Fatigue and Pain among in Stroke Patients attending at CRP, 

Savar”. The main aim of this research study is to determine the impact of fatigue and pain 

intensity in stroke patients. To complete this survey, I will ask you some questions about 

your physical and mental condition. I assure you, you will not be harmed by me and my 

questions. The information you provide will be kept confidential and used for research 

purposes only. You have the right to stop participating in research at any time. Also, if you 

feel unsure about answering a question, you can skip that question. It will take 30 minutes 

to 40 minutes to complete the questionnaire. Please answer my questionnaire correctly and 

assist the data collector as much as possible in evaluating your health. 

 

Yes                                                                                            No 

 

Thank you for your participation as well as your cooperation by answering the questions 

appropriately. 

 

Signature of Participant...................                                                     Date ................... 

Signature of Data Collector ................                                                 Date ................... 

Signature of the Researcher...................                                               Date ...................
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Appendix 3 (A) 

প্রশ্নরশ্বি িঃ(শ্বরশ র 

পশ্ব ে(১-(ংশগ্রহণকারীকী(শ্বযরজিগম(িশ্বশ্বীন্ 

 

ন্রমিঃ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((হীরগকী(আইিি(. . . . . . . . .  

টিারন্র. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

হেরগরেেরেগী(ন্রম্বরী(অেিয(সম্ভশ্ব . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

 

পশ্ব ে(২-(হীরগকী(আথ ে(জন্মরজিা(মথয 

 

প্রশ্নসমূণ উত্তী 

শ্বরস শ্বছী 

ি ঙ্গ( • পুরুদ(=(১ 

• মিণ র(=২ 

িগ্রক্ষরগম(হেরগযমর • হারন্(প্ররিমষ্ঠরিন্া(িগ্রক্ষর(ন্রই(=(১ 

• প্ররথিমা(িগ্রক্ষর(=(২ 

• মরধযিমা(িগ্রক্ষর(=(৩ 

• উচ্চ(মরধযিমা(িগ্রক্ষর(=(৪ 

• স্নরমা(িিহক/(স্নরেমরোরত্তী(=(৫ 

হপগ্রর  

বশ্বশ্বরিণা(ংশ্বস্থর • িশ্বশ্বরিণম(=(১ 

• ংিশ্বশ্বরিণম(=(২ 

• িশ্বধশ্বর/(িশ্বপিিা(=(৩ 

• িশ্বশ্বরণ(িশ্বজেন্ন(=(৪ 
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পিীশ্বরেীী(ধীন্ • এাা(পিীশ্বরী(=(১ 

• হেৌথ(পিীশ্বরী(=(২ 

শ্বসশ্বরেসী(এ রার • হরম(=(১ 

• গ্রণী(=(২ 

• পরণরিড়(এ রার(=(৩ 

পিীশ্বরেীী(সযসয(সশখযর(  

উপরজেন্ারীক(শ্বযরজি(  

মরিসা(আর(  

হররোী(মরিীখ(  

হররোী(ধীন্( • ইগ্রোিমা(=(১ 

• হণেমরেীজজা(=(২ 

মজস্তেেী(আক্ররি(ংশগ্র • িরন্(=(১ 

• শ্বরম(=(২ 

গ্রীকেীী(আক্ররি(ংশগ্র • িরন্(=(১ 

• শ্বরম(=(২ 

হণন্াৃম(িাজজওেথীরিপ(

িকিাসসর 

• ৮-১২(হসগ্রন্(=(১ 

• ১৩-১৬(হসগ্রন্(=(২ 

• ১৭-২০(হসগ্রন্(=(৩ 

• >(২০(হসগ্রন্(=(৪ 
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পশ্ব ে(৩-(ক্লরিি(মকব্রমর(হে (অএাএসএস  

 

এফএসএস প্রশ্নাবলী   

গত সপ্তাহে   আমি খ ুঁহে পেহ়েমি পে   অসম্মত                      সম্মত 

১   েখন আমি ক্লান্ত থামি তখন আমি িি উৎসাে 

োই। 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ 

২   বযা়োি িরহল আিার ক্লান্ত লাহগ(। ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ 

৩   আমি খ ব সেহেই ক্লান্ত েহ়ে োই(। ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ 

৪  ক্লরিি(আমরী(গ্ররীকিীা(ারে ো রেপ(ণস্তেক্ষপ(ােী ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ 

৫  (ক্লরিি(আমরী(জন্য(ঘন্(ঘন্(সমসযর(সৃটি(ােী। ১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ 

৬  আমরী(ক্লরিি(যকঘ েস্থররক(গ্ররীকিীা(জক্রররা রপো(

শ্বরধর(হযর। 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ 

৭.(ক্লরিি(িন্িযেি(যরিরত্ব(এশ্বশ(িততবয পর েন্(ণস্তেক্ষপ(

ােী 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ 

৮  ক্লরিি(আমরী(িমন্টি(সশ্বেকের(ংক্ষম( ক্ষকগুি ী(

মেধয(এাটি। 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ 

৯  ক্লরিি(আমরী(ারজ  পরিীশ্বরিীা(শ্বর(সরমরজজা(জকশ্বেন্(

ণস্তেক্ষপ(ােী। 

১ ২ ৩ ৪ ৫ ৬ ৭ 

সমূ্পক ে(া রা :   

 

 

পশ্ব ে(৪-(িভজযুরর (ংযরন্র গ(হে  

শ্বযরথরী(মকব্রমরিঃ 

 

 

(অশ্বযরথর(হন্ই ((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((অমকব্র(শ্বযরথর 

0         ১০০ 
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পশ্ব ে(৫-(শ্বরগ ে(ারে োীক(ভরীসরময(পিীমরপ 

ন্শ প্রশ্ন/(িন্েযেগ্রন্র প্রিমজক্ররর 

১( বসা“স্ট্থরক“োাঁড়ার া 
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(যরর(ােী(যর াঁড়রন্।(

সণররমরী(জন্য(আপন্রী(ণরম(

শ্বযরশ্বণরী(াীেশ্বন্(ন্র। 

৪(.ণরেমী(সরণরেয(ছরড়র(যর াঁড়রেম(পরেী(এশ্বশ(

স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব(ভরীসরময(ীক্ষর(াীেম(পরেী 

৩(.ণরেমী(সরণরেয(িন্ের(িন্েজ(িন্েজ(যর াঁড়রেম(

পরেী 

২(.ণরেমী(সরণরেয(িন্ের(ােরাশ্বরী(হকিরী(

পী(যর াঁড়রেম(পরেী 

১.নু্ন্যমম(সরণরেেযী(প্রেররজন্(ণর(যর াঁড়রেম(

এশ্বশ(ভরীসরময(ীক্ষর(াীেম 

০(.মধযম(হথো(সম্পুন্ ে(সরণরেেযী(মরধযেম(

যর াঁড়রেম(পরেী 

২ সাহায্ে“ছাড়া“োাঁড়ার া“ 
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(হারন্(িাছু(ন্র(ধেী(যুই(

িমিন্ি(যর াঁড়রেন্র( 

৪.িন্ীরপেয(যইু(িমিন্ি(যর াঁড়রেম(পরেী 

৩.পে েেশ্বক্ষন্(সণ(যুই(িমিন্ি(যর াঁড়রেম(পরেী( 

২(.সরণরেয(ছরড়র(৩০(হসো (যর াঁড়রেম(পরেী( 

১.সরণরেয(ছরড়র(৩০(হসো (যর াঁড়রেম(

ােীাশ্বরী(হকির(াীর( রেগ 

০.সরণরেয(ছরড়র(৩০(হসো (যর াঁড়রেম(

ংসমথ েয 

েিয(িন্ীরপেয(যুই(িমিন্ি(যর াঁড়রেম(পরেী(মরণে (সরণরেয(ছরড়র(শ্বসরী(জন্য(সম্পূক ে(ন্রম্বরী(হযরর(ণেশ্ব।(

এখন্(যর াঁড়রেন্র(হথো(শ্বসরী(প্রস্তুিম।( 

৩ স্ট্মরেরি“বসা“পারে“স্ট্কা “

সাহায্ে“ছাড়া 
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(ণরম(ভরজ(ােী(যুই(িমিন্ি(

শ্বসেশ্বন্ 

৪.িন্ীরপয(ভরেশ্ব(যুই(িমিন্ি(শ্বসেম(পরেী 

৩.পে েেশ্বক্ষন্সণ(যইু(িমিন্ি(শ্বসেম(পরেী 

২.৩০(হসো (শ্বসেম(পরেী 

১.১০(হসো (শ্বসেম(পরেী( 

০.সরণরেয(ছরড়র(১০(হসো (শ্বেস(থরােম(

ংসমথ েয( 

৪ োাঁড়ার া“স্ট্থরক“বসা 
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(যরর(ােী(শ্বেসন্ 

৪.ণরেমী(সরমরন্য(সরণরেয(িন্ের(িন্ীরপেয(

শ্বসেম(পরেী 

৩.ণরেমী(ভরীসরময(হীেখ(শ্বসেম(পরেী 

২.পরেরী(হপছেন্ী(িযা(হকররেীী(সরেথ(

 রিগের(ভরীসরময(হীেখ(শ্বসেম(পরেী 

১.স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব(শ্বসেম(পরেী(িান্তু(ভরীসরময(

ছরড়র 

০.সরণরেয(িন্ের(শ্বসেম(পরেী( 

৫ িা ািপ 
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(যরর(ােী(ণরেম(ভী(িযের(

হকররেী(ংথশ্বর(িশ্বছরন্রী(এািযো(

েরওরর(এশ্বশ(িােী(আসর(এশ্বশ(ণরেম(

ভী(ছরড়র(ংন্যিযো(েরওরর(ও(িােী(

আসর( 

৪.ণরেমী(নু্ন্যমম(সরণরেেয(স্থরন্রিী(পরীর 

৩.ণরেমী(যৃঢ়ভরেশ্ব(সরণরেয(িন্ের(স্থরন্রিী(

পরীর( 

২.েমৌিখা(িন্েযেগ্রন্র(ংথশ্বর(পে েেশ্বক্ষেন্ী(

মরধযেম(স্থরন্রিী(পরীর 

১.এাজন্(সরণরেযারীক(প্রেররজন্(ণর 

০.যুইজন্(সরণরেযাীরী(প্রেররজন্(ণর 
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৬ সাহায্ে“ছাড়া“স্ট্ াখ“বন্ধ“করপ“

োাঁড়ার া 
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(হকরখ(শ্বন্ধ(াীর(এশ্বশ(১০(

হসো (যর াঁড়রেন্র( 

৪.১০(হসো (িন্ীরপেয(যর াঁড়রেম(পরীর 

৩.পে েেশ্বক্ষেন্ী(মরধযেম(১০(হসো (

িন্ীরপেয(যর াঁড়রেম(পরীর 

২.িমন্(হসো (যর াঁিড়ের(থরােম(পরেী 

১.িমন্(হসো (যর াঁিড়ের(থরােম(পরেী(িান্তু(

হকরখ(শ্বন্ধ(ীরখেম(পরেী(ন্র( 

০.পেী(েরওরর(হীরধ(াীেম(সরণরেয( রেগ 

৭( সাহায্ে“ছাড়া“েইু“পা“একত্র“

করপ“োাঁড়ার া 
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(যরর(ােী(যুটি(পর(এাত্র(

ারুন্(এশ্বশ(সরণরেয(ছরড়র(যর াঁড়রন্ 

৪.পর(যুটি(এাত্র(ােী(স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব(এা(

িমিন্ি(যর াঁড়রেম(পরেী 

৩.পে েেশ্বক্ষন্সণ(যইু(পর(এাত্র(ােী(যর াঁড়রেম(

পরেী 

২.যুই(পর(এাত্র(ােী(স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব((যর াঁড়রেম(

পরেী(িান্তু(৩০(হসো (ধেী(ীরখেম(পরেী(

ন্র 

১.যুই(পর(এাত্র(ােী(যর াঁিড়ের(১৫(হসো (

ধেী(ীরখরী(সক্ষমমর(আেছ 

০.পর(এাত্র(ােী(যর াঁিড়ের(১৫(হসো (ধেী(

ীরখরী(সক্ষমমর(ন্রই 

৮ োাঁড়ার া“অবিাে“েইু“হাি“

উাঁ ু“করপ“সামর প“তেরক“

স্ট্োাঁকা 
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(যুই(ণরম(৯০(িিহক(উাঁকু(

ােী(আঙু্গ (হসরজর(হীেখ(েমির(

সম্ভশ্ব(সরমেন্(ঝুাুন্( 

৪.আত্মিশ্ববরেসী(সিণম(১০(ইজি(সরমেন্ী(

িযো(হপৌছরেম(পরেী 

৩.িন্ীরপেয(৫(ইজিী(হশ্বিগ্র(হপৌছরেম(পরেী 

২.িন্ীরপেয(২(ইজিী(হশ্বিগ্র(হপৌছরেম(পরেী 

১.পে েেশ্বক্ষেন্ী(সরণরেেয(সরমেন্(হেেম(পরেী 

০.(পড়রী(ণরম(হথো(ীক্ষর(হপেম(সরণরেেযী(

প্রেররজন্( 

৯( স্ট্মরে“স্ট্থরক“স্ট্কা “বস্তু“

স্ট্িালা 
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(হমেঝেম(আপন্রী(পরেরী(

সরমেন্(ীরখর(জমুরটি(মু ুন্ 

৪.িন্ীরপেয(এশ্বশ(সণেজ(জমুর(মু েম(পরেী 

৩.পে েেশ্বক্ষেন্ী(সরণরেেয(জমুর(মু েম(পরেী( 

২.জমুর(মু েম(পরেী(ন্র(িান্তু(জমুরী(ারেছ(

১(হথো(২(ইজি(হেেম(পরেী(এশ্বশ(

স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব(ভরীসরময(ীক্ষর(াীেম(পরেী 

১.মু েম(ংসমথ েয(এশ্বশ(হকিরী(সমর(

পে েেশ্বক্ষন্(প্রেররজন্ 

০.ংসমথ েয(শ্বর(সরণরেেযী(প্রেররজন্ 

১০ তপছর “িাকা /“ডা “এবং“

বাম“কায“তেরে“তপছর “

িাকার া 
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(যর াঁড়রেন্র(ংশ্বস্থরর(িরন্(

এশ্বশ(শ্বরম(ার াঁধ(িযের(িপছেন্(মরারেন্র(( 

৪.যুই(িযা(িযেরই(িপছেন্(ঘীুেম(পরেী(এশ্বশ(

সমরন্ভরেশ্ব(ভী(হযর 

৩.শুধুমরত্র(এা(িযো(িপছেন্(ঘুীেম(পরেী(

এশ্বশ(ংন্যিযো(াম(ভী(হযর 

২.শুধুমরত্র(পরেগ্র(ঘুেী(িান্তু(ভরীসরময(শ্বজরর(

ীরেখ 

১.েঘরীরী(সমর(মিরশ্বধরেন্ী(প্রেররজন্(ণর 

০.ভরীসরময(ণরীরেন্র(শ্বর(প্রথম(হথো(ীক্ষর(

াীেম(সরণরেেযী(প্রেররজন্(ণর 

১১ ৩৬০“তডগ্রী“স্ট্ াপা ৪(.করী(হসোে ী(াম(সমর(যুই(িযোই(

৩৬০(িিহক(িন্ীরপেয(ঘীুেম((পরেী 
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িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(পুেীরপুিী(শৃ্বত্তরারেী(ঘুেী(

যর াঁড়রন্ (থরমুন্(আশ্বরী(ংন্যিযো(

পুেীরপুিী(শৃ্বত্তরারেী(ঘুেী(যর াঁড়রন্( 

৩.করী(হসো (শ্বর(মরী(াম(সমের(শুধু(

এািযো(িন্ীরপেয(ঘুীেম(পরেী 

২.িন্ীরপেয(িান্তু(ধকেী(ধকেী(৩৬০(িিহক(

ঘুেী(যর াঁড়রেম(সক্ষম 

১.িন্িশ্বড়(পে েেশ্বক্ষন্(যীারী 

০.েঘরীরী(সমর(সরণরেেযী(প্রেররজন্(ণর 

১২ টুল“স্ট্ছাাঁো“গণ া“করু  
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(প্রিমটি(পরেরী(পরমর(হারন্(

ধরপ(শ্বর(িু ো(করীশ্বরী(ন্র(হছর াঁরর(

পে েি(প্রজক্রররটি(কর ু(থরােশ্ব( 

৪.স্বরধকন্(ও(িন্ীরপয(ভরেশ্ব(যর াঁড়রেম(সক্ষম(

এশ্বশ(আাঁিটি(ধরপ(২০(হসোে ী(মেধয(

সম্পন্ন(াীেম(পরেী 

৩.স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব(যর াঁড়রেম(সক্ষম(এশ্বশ(আাঁিটি(

ধরপ(সম্পন্ন(াীেম(২০(হসোে ী(হশ্বিগ্র(

সমর(প্রেররজন্ 

২.মিরশ্বধরেন্ী(মরধযেম(সরণরেয(ছরড়রই(

করীটি(ধরপ(সম্পন্ন(াীেম(পরেী 

১.নু্ন্যমম(সণররমরী(মরধযেম(যুইটি(ধরেপী(

হশ্বিগ্র(সম্পন্ন(াীেম(পরেী 

০.পমন্(হথো(ীক্ষর(াীরী(জন্য(সরণরেয(

প্রেররজন্(শ্বর(হকির(াীেম(ংক্ষম 

১৩ অসমথ থ“ভারব“োাঁড়ার া“

অবিাে“একটট“পা“সামর “

পাখু  
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(এা(পর(সীরসিী(ংন্য(

পরেরী(সরমেন্(ীরখুন্।(আপিন্(েিয(

মেন্(ােীন্(আপিন্(আপন্রী(পর(

সীরসিী(সরমেন্(ীরখেম(পরীেশ্বন্(ন্র((

মেশ্ব(আপন্রী(সরমেন্ী(পরেরী(

হগরড়রি টি(ংন্য(পরেরী(আঙু্গে ী(

হকের(এিগের(হন্ররী(হকির(ারুন্ 

৪.স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব(াুি(হিে ম(স্থরপন্(াীেম(

এশ্বশ(৩০(হসো (ধেী(ীরখেম(সক্ষম 

৩.স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব(পর(এিগের(ীরখেম(এশ্বশ(৩০(

হসো (ধেী(ীরখেম(সক্ষম 

২.স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব(হছরি(হেপ(িন্েম(এশ্বশ(৩০(

হসো (ধেী(ীরখেম(সক্ষম( 

১.েেপ(িন্েম(সরণরেেযী(প্রেররজন্(িাি(১৫(

হসো (ধেী(ীরখেম(সক্ষম 

০.পযেক্ষপ(হযরর(শ্বর(যর াঁড়রেন্রী(সমর(

ভরীসরময(ণরীরর 

১৪ এক“পারে“োাঁড়ার া 
িন্েযেগ্রন্রিঃ(হারন্(সরণরেয(ছরড়র(

েমক্ষন্(পরেী(এা(পরের(যর াঁড়রর 

৪.স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব(পর(উেত্তর ন্(াীেম(এশ্বশ(১০(

হসোে ী(হশ্বিগ্র(সমর(ধেী(ীরখেম(সক্ষম 

৩.স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব(পর(উেত্তর ন্(াীেম(এশ্বশ(৫-

১০(হসো (ধেী(ীরখেম(সক্ষম 

২.স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব(পর(উেত্তর ন্(াীেম(এশ্বশ(৩(

হসোে ী(হশ্বিগ্র(সমর(ধেী(ীরখেম(সক্ষম 

১.পর(উত্ত েন্ী(হকির(ােী(িমন্(হসো (

ধেী(ীরখেম(পরেী(ন্র(িান্তু(স্বরধকন্ভরেশ্ব(

যর াঁড়রেম(পরেী 

০.(হকির(াীেম(ংক্ষম(শ্বর(সরণরেয(ছরড়র(

পেড়(হেেম(পরেী 

 

হমরি(হেরী(অ০-৫৬ . . . . . . . . .  

০-২০=(হুই েকররী(শ্বযরশ্বণরী (২১-৪০=(সরণরেয(িন্ের(ণরির (৪১-৫৬=স্বরধকন্ 
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পশ্ব ে(৬(-(বারহথল ইনহেক্স 

 

১। খাওয়া 

০= পখহত োহর না 

৫= সাোহেযর প্রহ়োেন   িাটহত   িাখন লাগাহত   

১০= স্বাধীন 

 

২। গ াসল 

০= মনর্তরশীল 

৫= স্বাধীন 

 

৩। পরিচর্ যা 

০= মনহের েত্ন িরহত সাোহেযর প্রহ়োেন 

৫= স্বাধীনর্াহব ি খিণ্ডল/চুল/দাহতর েত্ন মনহত োহর 

 

৪। গপাশাক পরিধান 

০= মনর্তরশীল 

৫= সাোেয প্রহ়োেন মিন্তু প্রা়ে অহধ তি সাোেয িাড়া িরহত োহরন 

১০= স্বাধীন   হবাতাি   জেে   পলস   ইতযামদ সে   

 

৫। অন্ত্র  মল   

০= অসংেত বা এমনিা মদহত ে়ে 

৫= িাহে িাহে দ র্ তটনা 

১০= সংেত 

 

৬। মুত্র 

০= অসংেত বা িযাহথটারাইেে এবং এিা েমরচালনা িরহত অক্ষি 

৫= িাহে িাহে দ র্ তটনা 

১০= সংেত 

 

৭। টয়ললট ব্যব্হাি 

০= মনর্তরশীল 

৫= সাোেয প্রহ়োেন মিন্তু মনহেও মিিু িরহত োহরন 

১০= স্বাধীন   চাল  এবং বন্ধ   পেমসং   ি িা   
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৮। স্থানান্তি   রব্ছানা গেলক গচয়ালি এব্ং রপছলন   

০= মনর্তরশীল   বসার র্ারসািয পনই 

৫= অমধিতর সাোেয   এি বা দ ই বযজি   শারীমরির্াহব    বসহত োহরন  

১০= সািানয সাোেয   হিৌমখি বা শারীমরি   

১৫= স্বাধীন 

 

৯।  রিশীলিা   সমিল পৃলে   

০= অচল বা <50 গে 

৫= হুইলহচ়োর স্বাধীন   পিাণ সে     50 গে 

১০= এিেন বযজির সাোহেয ো ুঁহট   হিৌমখি বা শারীমরি     50 গে 

১৫= স্বাধীন   তহব পিাহনা সাোেয বযবোর িরহত োহর   উদােরণস্বরূে   লাঠি     50 গে 

 

১০। রসিঁর়ি 

০= মনর্তরশীল 

৫= সাোেয প্রহ়োেন    পিৌমখি   শারীমরি   সাোেয বেন   

১০= স্বাধীন  

 

গমাট   ০-১০০  ঃ  

 

০-২০(=(সম্পূন্ ে(িন্ভেীগ্রক  (২১-৬০(=(ংিধামী(িন্ভেীগ্রক  (৬১-৯০=(পিীিমম(িন্ভেীগ্রক  ( 

৯১-৯৯(=(সরমরন্য(িন্ভেীগ্রক 
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Appendix- 3(B) 

Part 1 - Participant's Personal Details 

 

Name:…………………………….                               Patient’s ID…………………….. 

Address:………………………….. 

Contact no (If possible)………………….. 

 

Part 2 – Socio-demographic data of the patient 

Question Answer 

Age Year 

Gender • Male = 1 

• Female = 2 

Educational status • Illiterate = 1 

• Primary = 2 

• Secondary = 3 

• Higher secondary = 4 

• Bachelor / Masters = 5 

Occupation   

Marital status • Married = 1 

• Unmarried = 2 

• Widowed = 3 

• Divorced = 4 

Family type • Single family = 1 

• Joint family = 2 

Living area • Rural area = 1 

• Urban area = 2 

Family members  

Earning member  

Monthly income  
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Date of stroke  

Type of stroke • Ischemic = 1 

• Hemorrhagic = 2 

Affected part of the brain • Right = 1 

• Left = 2 

Affected part of the body • Right = 1 

• Left = 2 

Physiotherapy treatment received • 8-12 session = 1 

• 13-16 session = 2 

• 17-20 session = 3 

• >20 session = 4 
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Part 3 – Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) 

 

FSS Questionnaire 

 

During the past week, I have found that:                                         Disagree                  Agree 

1. My motivation is lower when I am fatigued. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

2. Exercise brings on my fatigue. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

3. I am easily fatigued. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4. Fatigue interferes with my physical functioning 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

5. Fatigue causes frequent problems for me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

6. My fatigue prevents sustained physical functioning. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

7. Fatigue interferes with carrying out certain duties and 

responsibilities. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8. Fatigue is among my three most disabling symptoms 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

9. Fatigue interferes with my work, family, or social life. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Total Score:  

 

 

 

Part 4 – Visual Analog Scale 

 

Severity of pain (in mm) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No pain Severe pain 
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Part 5 – Berg Balance Scale 

 

No  Questions/Instructions Response  

1 SITTING TO 

STANDING:(Please stand up. 

Try not to use your  

hand for support) 

(4) able to stand without using hands 

and stabilize independently 

(3) able to stand independently using 

hands 

(2) able to stand using hands after 

several tries 

(1) needs minimal aid to stand or 

stabilize 

(0) needs moderate or maximal assist to 

stand 

2 STANDING 

UNSUPPORTED: (Please 

stand for two minutes  

without holding on 

(4) able to stand safely for 2 minutes 

(3) able to stand 2 minutes with 

supervision 

(2) able to stand 30 seconds 

unsupported 

(1) needs several tries to stand 30 

seconds unsupported 

(0) unable to stand 30 seconds 

unsupported 

3 SITTING WITH BACK 

UNSUPPORTED BUT FEET  

SUPPORTED ON FLOOR 

OR ON A STOOL: (Please sit 

with 

arms folded for 2 minutes) 

(4) able to sit safely and securely for 2 

minutes 

(3) able to sit 2 minutes under 

supervision 

(2) able to sit 30 seconds 

(1) able to sit 10 seconds 

(0) unable to sit without support 10 

seconds 

4 STANDING TO SITTING: 

(Please sit down) 

(4) sits safely with minimal use of hands 

(3) controls descent by using hands 

(2) uses back of legs against chair to 

control descent 

(1) sits independently but has 

uncontrolled descent 

(0) needs assist to sit 

5 TRANSFERS: (Arrange chair 

for pivot transfer. Ask subject to  

transfer one way toward a seat 

with armrests and one way 

toward a seat without armrests. 

You may use a bed and a chair 

(4) able to transfer safely with minor use 

of hands 

(3) able to transfer safely definite need 

of hands 

(2) able to transfer with verbal cuing 

and/or supervision 

(1) needs one person to assist 
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(0) needs two people to assist or 

supervise to be safe 

6 STANDING UNSUPPORTED 

WITH EYES CLOSED: 

(Please close your eyes and 

stand still for 10 seconds) 

(4) able to stand 10 seconds safely 

(3) able to stand 10 seconds with 

supervision 

(2) able to stand 3 seconds 

(1) unable to keep eyes closed 3 seconds 

but stays safely 

(0) needs help to keep from falling 

7 STANDING UNSUPPORTED 

WITH FEET TOGETHER: 

(Place your feet together and 

stand without holding on) 

(4) able to place feet together 

independently and stand 1 minute safely 

(3) able to place feet together 

independently and stand 1 minute with  

supervision 

(2) able to place feet together 

independently but unable to hold for 30  

seconds 

(1) needs help to attain position but able 

to stand 15 seconds feet together 

(0) needs help to attain position and 

unable to hold for 15 seconds 

8 REACHING FORWARD 

WITH OUTSTRETCHED 

ARM 

WHILE STANDING: (Lift 

arm to 90 degrees. Stretch out 

your fingers and reach forward 

as far as you can. Ask subject to 

use both arms when reaching to 

avoid rotation of the trunk) 

(4) can reach forward confidently 25 cm 

(10 inches) 

(3) can reach forward 12 cm (5 inches) 

(2) can reach forward 5 cm (2 inches) 

(1) reaches forward but needs 

supervision 

(0) loses balance while trying/requires 

external support 

9 PICK UP OBJECT FROM 

THE FLOOR FROM A 

STANDING POSITION: 

(Pick up the shoe/slipper, which 

is place in front of your feet) 

(4) able to pick up slipper safely and 

easily 

(3) able to pick up slipper but needs 

supervision 

(2) unable to pick up but reaches 2-5 cm 

from slipper and keeps  

balance independently 

(1) unable to pick up and needs 

supervision while trying 

(0) unable to try/needs assist to keep 

from losing balance or falling 

10 TURNING TO LOOK 

BEHIND OVER LEFT AND 

RIGHT 

SHOULDERS WHILE 

STANDING: (Turn to look 

(4) looks behind from both sides and 

weight shifts well 

(3) looks behind one side only other side 

shows less weight shift 
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directly behind you over toward 

the left shoulder. Repeat to the 

right. Examiner may pick an 

object to look at directly behind 

the subject to encourage a better 

twist turn.) 

(2) turns sideways only but maintains 

balance 

(1) needs supervision when turning 

(0) needs assist to keep from losing 

balance or falling 

11 TURN 360 DEGREES: (Turn 

completely around in a full 

circle. Pause. Then turn a full 

circle in the other direction) 

(4) able to turn 360 degrees safely in 4 

seconds or less 

(3) able to turn 360 degrees safely one 

side only 4 seconds or less 

(2) able to turn 360 degrees safely but 

slowly 

(1) needs close supervision or verbal 

cuing 

(0) needs assistance while turning 

12 PLACE ALTERNATE FOOT 

ON STEP OR STOOL 

WHILE STANDING 

UNSUPPORTED: (Place each 

foot alternately on the 

step/stool. Continue until each 

foot has touch the step/stool 

four times) 

(4) able to stand independently and 

safely and complete 8 steps in 20 

seconds 

(3) able to stand independently and 

complete 8 steps in > 20 seconds 

(2) able to complete 4 steps without aid 

with supervision 

(1) able to complete > 2 steps need 

minimal assist 

(0) needs assistance to keep from falling 

/ unable to try 

13 STANDING UNSUPPORTED 

ONE FOOT IN FRONT: 

(Place one foot directly in front 

of the other. If you feel that you 

cannot place your foot directly 

in front, try to step far enough 

ahead that the heel of your 

forward foot is ahead of the toes 

of the other foot. To score 3 

points, the length of the step 

should exceed the length of the 

other foot and the width of the 

stance should approximate the 

subject’s normal stride width) 

(4) able to place foot tandem 

independently and hold 30 seconds 

(3) able to place foot ahead 

independently and hold 30 seconds 

(2) able to take small step independently 

and hold 30 seconds 

(1) needs help to step but can hold 15 

seconds 

(0) loses balance while stepping or 

standing 

14 STANDING ON ONE LEG: 

(Stand on one leg as long as you 

can without holding on) 

(4) able to lift leg independently and 

hold > 10 seconds 

(3) able to lift leg independently and 

hold 5-10 seconds 

(2) able to lift leg independently and 

hold ≥ 3 seconds 
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(1) tries to lift leg unable to hold 3 

seconds but remains standing  

independently 

(0) unable to try of needs assist to 

prevent fall 

 

 

Total score ( 0 – 56)………….. 

0 – 20= Wheelchair bounded, 21 – 40 = Walk with support, 41 – 56 = Independent 

 

 

Part 6 – Barthel index 

 

1. FEEDING 

0 = unable  

5 = needs help cutting, spreading butter, etc., or requires modified diet  

10 = independent  

2. BATHING 

0 = dependent  

5 = independent (or in shower)  

3. GROOMING 

0 = needs to help with personal care  

5 = independent face/hair/teeth/shaving (implements provided)  

4. DRESSING 

0 = dependent  

5 = needs help but can do about half unaided  

10 = independent (including buttons, zips, laces, etc.)  

5. BOWELS 

0 = incontinent (or needs to be given enemas)  
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5 = occasional accident  

10 = continent  

6. BLADDER 

0 = incontinent, or catheterized and unable to manage alone  

5 = occasional accident  

10 = continent  

7. TOILET USE 

0 = dependent  

5 = needs some help, but can do something alone  

10 = independent (on and off, dressing, wiping)  

8. TRANSFERS (BED TO CHAIR AND BACK) 

0 = unable, no sitting balance  

5 = major help (one or two people, physical), can sit  

10 = minor help (verbal or physical)  

15 = independent  

9. MOBILITY (ON LEVEL SURFACES) 

0 = immobile or < 50 yards  

5 = wheelchair independent, including corners, > 50 yards  

10 = walks with help of one person (verbal or physical) > 50 yards  

15 = independent (but may use any aid; for example, stick) > 50 yards  

10.STAIRS 

0 = unable  

5 = needs help (verbal, physical, carrying aid)  

10 = independent 

 

0 – 20= Total dependence, 21- 60 = Severe dependence, 61-90 = moderate dependence, 

91- 99 = Slight dependence 


